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Dr. JOHNSON protested against such a
course of proceeding, and demanded the
show of hands, saying, that if the gentle-
man who had uttered the word " ballot 

"

did not like to show his hand in favour of
the late proceedings, he should be at

liberty to give his vote without acknow-
ledgment of his name.
The CHAIRMAN still urged the ballot,

and said that even one individual had a
right to claim that protection which the
President had power to afford him, by
taking the sense of the Society by ballot,
and since even one person had claimed it
on the present occasion, he should feel it
his duty to enforce that mode of voting.
He then became much confused, and read
the resolution of the Society in support of
his determination, which says, that if any
person demands a ballot on a 

" scientific
question," it shall be taken on the follow-
ing evening at nine o’clock.
Dr. JOHNSON said, that this was not
what was meant by a "scientific ques-
tion."
The CHAIRMAN said that notwithstand-

ing the objection, he considered this to be
a motion brought forward so far in ac-
cordance with the rules of the Society, as
legally to require a ballot if demanded.
Besides, the custom always was, to take
the opinion of the members by ballot.

Members, for instance, were always bal-
loted for.
Mr. PETTJGREW submitted, that the

motion should be decided by a show oi
hands. The draft of a series of resolu-

tions had been submitted ou a former

evening by Dr. Gregory himself to the

Society, and the sense of the Society taken
upon every one of them hya show of hands.
This was not a " scientific question," and
certainly did not require the ballot.
Mr. JOHNSON said, that he had been

Secretary to the Society for a considerable
time, and could say, that whenever a

single wish was expressed to have the
voice of the Society taken by ballot, the
baJlot was invariably resorted to.
The CHAIRMAN said, that under the

circumstances of the case, the Society
must submit to the exercise of that dis-
cretion which the Chairman always had
the power to use. He considered that
he should best serve the interests of the

Society by enforcing the ballot.
The ballot was then taken, when there

appeared
For the motion of Dr. Epps, that the

proceedings of the 14th were not consist-
ent with the rules of the Society, the 9th
resolution having been carried before the
ballot was taken ................ 44
Against it.................... 18

Acclamations followed the announcement.

Dr. Eprs then moved that the proceed-
ings of the meeting of December the 14th,
1833, in so far as referred to the ballot
then taken relative to the 8th resolution
and the amendment, he rescinded.
The CHAIRMAN intimated that lie was

desirous of taking the opinion of the So-
ciety, as to how far it would he right to
proceed with this motion before the next
meeting’.

Several MEMBERS, however, demanded
that a show of hands should be taken

upon it forthwith.
The CHAIRMAN requested to know if

any one member was desirous that the
vote upon this motion should he deferred
till the next meeting of the Society.
(Cries qf’ " No, no," all around.) He then
wished to be informed if any gentleman
present desired the opinion of the Society
to be taken upon it by the ballot.
A considerable pause ensued, during

which the appeal of D. Gregory remained
wholly unresponded to.
The CHAIRMAN then said, that as it ap-

peared to be the feeling of the Society that
he should take the vote by a show of
hands, although it seemed to him that it

would he more regular to have recourse
to the ballot, he would submit it to the

Society by the former mode. He accord-
ingly did so, when there appeared

In favour of the motion a great show of
hands. Against it, three. It was accord-

ingly announced to he carried by a great
majority; shortly after which the meeting
separated.

THE LANCET.

London, Saturday, January 11, 1834.

DECEIT OF THE CONSERVATIVES.

AN apparent submission to public opi..
nion is one of the striking and peculiar
characteristics of the conservatives. If it

were not for this affected acquiescence in
the improvements suggested by the rapidly
increasing knowledge of the community,

the gangs of corruptionists would long
since have been driven from their fast-

nesses, and thrown headlong into the quag-mires which surround their dens of cor-
ruption. When fighting under their true

colours, and, consequently, unaided hy
that false and assumed attribute of will-
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ihgness to " reform" abuses/they become, scription. They declare frankly that it is

instantly, the most insignificant of op- their object not only to lop off the abuses

ponents. When divested of the cloak of which sprout like so many fungi on the
falsehood, what must be their language ? walls and pillars of our medical corpora-
" We are desirous of maintaining the inte- tions, but to reconstruct a new temple,
grity of existing institutions by an appeal with materials that will not readily de-
*’to the inviolability of the law. We object cay, or: engender those foul corruptions
" not to the correction of abuses which which disfigure and render useless the

" are proved to be the growth of ages ; edifices already in existence.

" we-oppose not the correction of acknow- It is, therefore, but a mockery, a pre-
"ledged errors, but we are resolved to text, to appoint a commission of inquiry,
hold out to the last in resisting every in order that a remedy may be applied for
" projected change in the Charters and abuses of the law, inasmuch as our courts
" Acts of Parliament, under the authority of judicature are already open to the in-
" of which the Medical Colleges and Cor- jured partief. If the existing statutes he
" horations have for so many generations framed on just principles, why should we
" exercisecl their important functions." pester the legislature with our complaints,
If the feelings of the conservatives be not when that legislature, according to the

in strict accordance with such a declara- doctrine advanced by the conservatives,
tion as this, then is their conduct grossly has already supplied us with instruments
and hypocritically inconsistent; because fully adequate to our protection If we
they display considerable industry in de- do not complain of the law, why, we re-
nouncing those reformers who contend peat, is any application to Parliament con-
for the necessity of effecting a change in templated ? Why does Sir HENRY HAL-
the law. If the conservatives limit not FORD endeavour, with unceasing assi-

their notions of reform to the correction of duity, to convince Earl GREY and Lord
" abuses," then is the difference between BROUGHAM that the adoption of a Royal
them and the reformers a question of de- Medical Commission would be productive
gree, not one of principle, and both par- of advantage to the profession? Surely
ties are equally entitled to the appellation Lord BROUGHAM, the highest legal autho-
of" revolutionists." rity in the realm, is not to be cajoled into

If the President of the College of Phy- the notion that a Royal Commission could

sicians, then, be desirous of retaining the prove an engine for filling up breaches

respect of the honourable members of his which have been made by violations of the
own party in Parliament, let him discard law. No, no ; conservative folly can

all courtly and collegiate finesse, and achieve no such triumph, though it is pos-
boldly and openly declare the extent of sible that within the last fortnight some
his demands with respect to the improve- such dialogue as the following has oc-

ment of our medical discipline. Does he curred between the Lord CHANCELLOR

seek for the institution of a Royal Com- and the PRESIDENT of the College of Phy-
mission with a view to the correction of sicians :-

4existing "abuses "in medical government, Sir HENRY HALFORD:&mdash;"Will your
or is he solicitous that an inquiry should " Lordship, now that two of your Lord-
be pursued, that better laws may be &deg; ship’s colleagues are present, allow me,
framed for securing the rights of medical " for only one moment, to refer to a mat-

practitioners ? The reformers show no ‘ ter of public business intimately con-

coyness in answering questions of this de- " nected with the public health, our na-
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" tional scientific fame, and the honour of
that profession to which I have the fe-
" licity to belong ?"
Lord BROUGHAM.-" " Eh ! eh ! Sir

" HENRY; is there still a reform breeze

"rushing through Pall Mall East? I

"thought you had well secured the doors
" of your temple against all rude north

" and north-westers ?"

Sir HENRY.-" Your Lordship’s jokes
" are far more keen and touching than
" even the piercing blast of the iced-capped
Pole. Will your Lordship condescend
" to listen for only one moment to two or
" three statements and arguments which

" have to urge in illustration of the pro-

"priety of appointing, even before the

"meeting of Parliament, a Royal Medical
" Commission?"

Lord BROUGHAM.&mdash;" Your answer to

"one question, Sir HEXRY, shall decide.
" Is it your object, through the instru-

"mentality of such a Commission, to alter
" the statute law of the realm ?"

Sir HENRY.&mdash;" Oh ! my dear Lord, ob-

"viously not, certainly not; nothing can
" be more perfect than the Royal Charters
" of the Colleges of Physicians and Sur-
" 

geons, and the Act of the Worshipful
"Compa,ny of Apothecaries, passed in

"I815."

Lord BROUGHAM.&mdash;" Your reply, Sir

"HENRY, has relieved both myself and

", my colleagues from the painful neces-
" sity of hearing your extended catalogue
"of grievances, and I feel great satisfac-
" tion in stating to you, that the heads of
"the corporations&mdash;yourself by far the
" most respected, eminent, and influential
-hold the remedy for the evils they de-
" plore in their own hands."
Sir HENRY.&mdash;" How, how so, my dear
Lord ?"

Lord BROUGHAM.&mdash;" Why, Sir HENRY,
" if you have perfect laws, you have only
" to act perfectly as the administrators of
"those laws. Act up to the principles of

" the legal statutes of your government,
" and execute the detailsof those statutes,

" rigidly and judiciously."
Sir HENRY.&mdash;" But, my dear Lord,"-
Lord BRouGHAM. -" Dear Sir HEN-

" RY, I can assure you that you are pur-
" suing an improper course, and one which
" does not denote the most accurate

" knowledge of the subject you have un-’
" dertaken to investigate." .

Sir HENRY.&mdash;" But, my dear Lord,"- .
Lord BROUGHAM.-" Permit me to ex-

" plain thus much. Parliament does not-

" execute the law, but manufactures it. The,
" judges, magistrates, and other such legal
" authorities, carry the law into execution.
" If you want not an alteration of the law

" itself, you can have no object in apply-
" ing to Parliament through the medium
" of a Royal Commission. If you and your
" colleagues allow that there are abuses of
’’ the law and under the law, why not lop
" them off by enforcing the law?"

Sir HENRY.&mdash;" But, my dear Lord &mdash;I&mdash;I
" -with due submission to your lordship’s
" most profound and respected legal learn.
" ing,&mdash;1 bow with the greatest deference.
But, my Lord, undoubtedly, I admit, I
see it very clearly, exactly;&mdash;but your
" Lordship will, be graciously pleased to
" recollect that a motion for a committee
" of inquiry into the state of the medical
" profession is about to be made by Mr .War"
" burton, and fearing into what channels
" that inquiry may extend, and conceiving
" that it may terminate in the infliction of
" 
an injury on the community and the pro-

" fession, the chiefs of the medical corpo-
" rations are emboldened respectfully to
" solicit the appointment of a Royal Com-
" mission."

Lord BROUGHAM.&mdash;" Oh, Sir HENRY ;&mdash;
" you are becoming a reformer indeed.
" You are anxious the for the adoption
" of two Committees of Inquiry,-one Par-
" liamentary, the other Royal ?"

Sir HENRY.&mdash;" My dear Lord, a vein
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" of satire runs so fluently and naturally
" through your Lordship’s powerful mind,
" that, owing to the obtuseness of my poor
perception, I experience great (lifliculty
in selecting those thoughts which you
would have me receive as orthodox,
" from the jeux d’esprit which your Lord-

" ship would have me to place in the

" Chapter of Wit."

Lord BROUGHAM.&mdash;" Your reputation
" for solid learning, Sir HENRY, and sound
" judgment, relieve me from incurring the
" peril which a notice of your ingenious
" diverticulum would entail."

Sir HENRY.&mdash;" My dear Lor,l, as I ac-

knowledge my error in entering the lists
*’ with an opponent of such gigantic
" powers, I have only to ask pardon for

my presumption and folly. Fixed as I

" am on the horns of a very disagreeable
" dilemma, I at once acknowledge the ob-

" ject we have in view in soliciting for the

" appointment of a Royal Commission. It
" is our hope that it would obviate the ne-

" cessity of a parliantentary committee of
" inquiry: ’
Lord BROUGHAM.-" That is well said,

" Sir HENRY, and spoken like the presidentof a medical college which was founded
in the reign of Henry the Eighth."

Sir HENRY.&mdash;" I feel greatly flattered,
" my Lord."
Lord BROUGHAM.&mdash;" Sir HENRY, your

" frank and manly openness of character
" is well known to the whole of the

English nobility, and is appreciated by
the head of the Royal House. You

" have just given me a proof, that the es-
teem entertained for you is not ill-

" bestowed. A deceitful petitioner would
" have concealed the object of his applica-
" tion altogether. Sir HENRY, your high
" character is a proof, that the explana-
" tion you have just given, as to why it is
" desirable to appoint a Royal Commis-

" sion, was a candid acknowledgment.
" Had it been made by a baronet of un-

" " known honour and virtue, it might have
" been regarded as the confession of au

" innuoral purpose. Ha! ha! Sir HENRY,
" ’ The devil was nek, the dcvil a saint %votiltlbe;
11 ’The dl’wil got well, the dcvil a saint wes he.’" Farcwell Sir HENRY."

Nothing is more certain than that a

Royal Commission is sought for, in the

hope that it would smother or neutralize

inquiry. The conservatives believe, pos-
sibly, that object to be one of praise-
worthy consideration, but it is not likely
to he tried by their standard amongst the

profession at large. There is not an argu-

ment which can be adduced, there is not a

shadow of pretext which can be shown,for setting on foot either a Parliamentary
or a Royal investigation into medical

abuses, unless it be so conducted as to

lead to a thorough remodelling, we may
say to an abrogation, of the existing medi-
cal statutes. It has always been consi-

dered, as is explained in the foregoing

dialogue, that the law is capable of cor-
recting its own abuses; but when the law

itself is defective, the evils cannot be al-

tered or amended without the inter-

ference of the legislature. Unless, there-
fore, the conservatives avow that it is

their resolve to endeavour to preserve,

hy every conceivable stratagem, the sta-
tutes of the medical corporations as those
documents are now framed, let them, Nye

conjure them, not hazard a single expres-
sion in favour of a Royal, or any other
Commission, because the abuses of which

they so loudly complain, arise, according
to their own statements, not from an

imperfect state of the law, but out of

the maladministration of the law. Aence

the voices of these conservative gentry
sliould be heard in our courts of judica-

ture, and they ought not to be suffered to
3. contaminate the Council Chamher of the

- Sovereign by their corrupt and slanderous
. whisperings in favour of a project Nvbicli

is intended to inflict additional torture on
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the legally-qualified practitioners in medi-
cine of England, Ireland, and Scotland.
The time has at length arrived when

the conservatives must proclaim what arc
their intentions, or they must submit to
be denounced as hypocrites. If they ac-

knowledge, even now, at the eleventh

hour, that they are desirous of promoting
a change in the law itself, many of their

past crimes shall be willingly forgiven,
and we will then discuss with them, in

undisturbed good-humour, the extent and

quality of those alterations which we con- I

sider essential to the preservation and

utility of a rational system of medical

government.

IVE refer with anxiety, certainly not

with feelings of exultation, to our report
of the occurrences at the Westminster

Medical Society on Saturday evening last.
The members of that body have rescued
themselves, as we knew they would, from
the charge of indifference towards the

cause of medical reform. Assured as we

confidently were that the members of the

Society only wanted the opportunity to

show their detestation of the scandalous

man&oelig;uvre of the Gregorians, of the trick
which had been resorted to in order to

cheat them out of their almost unanimous

vote in favour of a tripartite faculty, we

expected the erasure of the ballot proceed-
ings of the 14th ult., as a thing of course.
Often have we stated, and here we give a;

fact in illustration of the accuracy of that Istatement, that the clique, being destitute ile
of character, are also destitute of influence,
unless they resort to intrigue; and the
species of intrigue to which they can
have recourse when pressed by difficulties,
is now displayed to the astonished and in-
dignant senses of the whole profession.
Unnecessary as it is to urge one word

in explanation of the propriety of an ad-
herence to the first vote in favour of the

"eighth resolution," we shall not occulry
the time of the reader with any remarks

on that subject. Common sense, common

justice, and feelings of self-respect, all

combined to demand of the Society the
exposure and annihilation of the paltry
scheme of the Gregorians. The character

of the Society, therefore, for consistency
on the question of medical reform, is fully
sustained by the erasure from the books,
of the minutes of the proceedings which

transpired on the 14th of December.

i If, however, the stain which was in-

flicted on the character of the Society has
been satisfactorily expunged, what is to he
said of the conduct of GEORGE GREGORY?

That this man, too, should attempt to brazen
the thing out by acting as President (and
at a time when the other President was

actually in the room !), is of a piece with
the habitual effrontery ofthe conservatives.
But he received his reward; and a gentle-
man who was present informs us that

GREGORY resembled a culprit in the pil-
lory far more than he did the President of
a Medical Society.
Now, what do we collect from the state-

ments in the report? That GREGORY

attended a preliminary meeting, with

seven other members of the Society, at

which meeting it was agreed to frame the

resolutions which were to be brought for-
ward for discussion. In order to place
the circumstances in as clear a light as

possihle before the reader, let us set down
a few questions and answers, suggested
for the most part by the uncontradicted
allegations made by the members during

the discussion.Q. Who attended the preliminary meet-
ing to frame the reform resolutions ?
A. GEORGE GREGORY.

Q. Who agreed to the resolutions which

were presented to the Society, including
the one for the institution of a FACULTY
OF MEDICINE?

A. GEORGE GREGORY.
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Q. Who drew up the Faculty resolu-
tion ?

A. GEORGE GREGORY.

So much for the preliminary meeting.
Now commences the business of the public
meetings. Seven of the resolutions adopted
at the private meeting having been car-
ried at the public one with acclamation,
the eighth resolution was proposed, when
lo ! an amendment on that resolution was

moved and pushed to a division.
Q. Who brought forward that amend-

ment ?

A. GEORGE GREGORY.

Q. A ballot was then demanded on the

eight resolution. By whom was it de-

manded ?

A. By GEORGE GREGORY.
Q. On the evening appointed for taking

the ballot, who attended and clamoured
for taking it on the Faculty resolution
and not on the amendment ?

A. GEORGE GREGORY.

There’s a 
" conservative" " for you!

This is one of MACLEOD’S coadjutors.
One of your "men of high moral feeling!"
Oh, how distressing it must have been to
observe the signs of the torture which so
good a conservative suffered on Saturday
evening last ! Never were the claims of

retributive justice more fully satisfied

than at the Westminster Medical Society
on that occasion. Nothing could have

been more perfect. GEORGE GREGORY

in the chair-the head of the Society for
the time being,-assailed right and left as
a trickster, as a paltry manceuvrer in

medical politics ; as a man who had penned
and approved of a resolution in private
which he had strenuously opposed in

public ! But so deeply was he committed,
so overwhelming were the charges against
him, that not one word did he offer in

defence of his conduct. Strikingly ex-
traordinary, too, is the day on which this
man was rendered the object of exposure
and condamnation before the member of

the Westminster Medical Society. Singular
to relate, it was the anniversary of GpE-
GORY’S outrageous conduct towards the
lamented and esteemed JAMES LAMBERT.

On Saturday five years, it was, that GRE-
GORY himself stood at the door of that

Society, declaring that he would then act
as a 

" police-officer to exclude the public
and the press, when Mr. LAMBERT was

accused, falsely and scandalously accused,
of having been guilty of " unprofessional
conduct." And what is now the situation

of GEORGE GREGORY ? We leave him to

his reflections ; but if Mr. LAMBERT was

expelled from the Society for alleged un.

professional conduct, is GEORGE GREGORY
to he permitted to remain as President

over a body which declared, five years

ago last Saturday, that it could not allow

any individual who had acted in an un-
professional manner towards a profes-
sional brother to remain one of its mem-

bers ? Whatever may be the decision of

the So ciety with respect to its chairman,
, assuredly it must be confessed, that the
friends of Mr. LAMBERT find an ade-

quate punishment of the Society for its

most unjust conduct towards that gentle-
man, in the fact, that GEORGE GREGORY

is one of the occupants of their Presi-

dent’s chair.

In closing this notice of the proceedings
of last Saturday evening, we must not for-

get to remind the independent members of

the 
Society, that this evening (the llth)

it will be proposed to confirm the minutes
of the last meeting, when the GREGORIANS
- no we forget ;-there can be no Gre-

gorians now ;-the anti-reformers may at-
tend, and, by some ingenious contrivance,
once more, for a time, stifle the voice ofthe

majority. It is of great importance while
this contest between honesty and fraud is

continued, that the upright combatants

should not forsake the scene of action.

The members of the Society assemble at

the Hunterian Museum, Great Windmill-
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street, at eight o’clock precisely, and the
minutes of the preceding meeting are read
the moment the Chair is occupied.

WE must be very brief in adding our

explanations to the negations which were

appended to the letter of Dr. Errs, pub-
lished in the last LANCET. We had no in-

tention of holding up the College of Phy-
sicians as an institution which was

entitled to the respect and confidence of

the medical profession, or to point atten-
tion to that institution as a model of con-
sistent medical government. On the

contrary, we merely drew a comparison
between that College and the other two
medical corporations of this metropolis, in

order to show that the establishment in

Pail-Mall East was, in reality, the best of
the three companies, although it was sub-

jected to the largest share of condemna-
tion from numerous highly respectable
medical reformers.

Did we not succeed in that object ? We
believe that the great majority of our
readers will instantly reply in the affirma-

tive, although Dr. Epps holds a contrary
opinion. That gentleman, also, we are

persuaded,-after devoting a little further
attention to the laws and management of

the three corporations,-will acknowledge
that our statements and opinions concern-

ing them are strictly correct. But it is neces-
sary that Dr. Epps should first disabuse

his mind of certain erroneous impressions,
the existence of which evidently clouds

the operation of his judgment.
We did not condemn the graduates, in

mass, for having complained in strong
terms of the administration of affairs in the

College of Physicians ; but we expressed
our regret that such partial views of medi-
cal reform should be taken, as to lead any
physicians to condemn, in a tone of bitter-
ness, the entire government of the College
of Physicians, while they professed to dis-

cover certain acts worthy of admiration
in the conduct of the Apothecaries Coiti-
pany. Undoubtedly, if there be points of
relief in the latter Corporation, they are
far outnumbered in the former. Ilence we

endeavoured to prove that the College
of Physicians was less entitled to incur

the displeasure of Physicians generally,
than was the Company of Apothecaries.
If the "why " be repeated, this is our an-
swer,-That the College of Physicians, the

highest of our medical institutions, permits,
without molestation, the GRADUATES of

every University to follow their avocations
as medical practitioners in all the branches
of the profession; while the Apothecaries
Company, the lowest of our Corporations,
prosecutes those very GRADUATES in me-

dicine,-those very GRADUATES whom the

College of Physicians manifests no desire
to disturb in their peaceful pursuits.

Again. The College of Physicians will-. ingly receives, as adequate testimonials of
qualification, the diplomas of all Universi-

ties, English and foreign,-Irish, Scotch,
American, French, German, and Italian.
The Apothecaries Company not only re-
fuses to recognise such testimonials, but

actually prosecutes the best qualified of
their possessors, if those possessors dare

to prescribe and dispense pill, powder, or

draught. We do not condemn the Com-

pany for not -admitting a candidate to

examination upon such testimonials, and
no other, as their doing so would be act-

ing in direct violation of the statute of
1815.
" But," says Dr. Epps, " when you state

" that the Worshipful Company refuses to
examine graduates in medicine of our
" chartered Universities, you charge them
" with a crime that they are not guilty of;
" for," continues our friend, " the Apothe-
" caries Company will examine any gradu-
" ate, of any university, upon the strength
" of the fact of the possession of a degree."
Here Dr. EPPS presses his defence of the
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gentlemen of Rhubarb Hall very wide in-
deed of the mark, inasmuch as he reprc-
sents thou, in this passage, as gross vio-
lators of the law. A short quotation from
the Act of 1815, will at once explain to

Dr. Epps the extent and bearing of his
error :-

" Section 15.-Provided always, and be
it enacted, that no person shall be admitted
to any such examination for a certificate to

practise as an apothecary, unless he shall
have served AN APPRENTICESHIP of not
less than FIVE YEARS to an apothecary."

Diplomas, therefore, according to law,
must be wholly unavailing unless they be

accompanied by inclentures of apprentice-
ship.

Dr. Epps considers that the Graduates

have as much right to complain of their’

College " as have the Members of the Col-
lege of Surgeons and the Licentiates of the
Apothecaries Company to complain of
*’ their Corporations." There is only this

slight distinction to be made in the cases
thus assumed to be similar;&mdash;that Gradu- 
ates in Medicine, unless they be Fellows
and Licentiates of the College of Physi-
cians, are not more legitimately connected
with that institution, than they are with
the Castle of Skilamkinko, in the Island

of Jumpers. If the Graduates, for ex-

ample, of the Scotch Universities, can

maintain a legal claim to the funds, and
can exercise a share in the government, of
the College of Physicians of London, what
is to prevent the Members of the Dublin

and Edinburgh College of Surgeons from

enforcing the same demand with respect
to the College of Surgeons in London ?

If Dr. Epps were to become a Licen-

t1ate of the College of Physicians, he
would have some niche of ground whereon
to sustain himself in this branch of his

argument. But he would scorn to become
licentiate of such a body. And why ?

Because " the peculiar feature in the Col-

lege of Physicians, which makes it stink

in the nostrils of every enlightened
s

" man, is, that no man can become a,

" Fellow unless he be of a particular reli-
 " gious creed." Now as this passage is

placed immediately after the following
sentence, 

" and you point out the cir-

" cumstance wherein the liberality of the
" College of Physicians is manifested,
" namely, that they will examine any one

i who has a medical degree," it is made by
Dr. Epps to appear that no person can be-

come a Fellow or a Licentiate unless he be
of a particular religious creed, whereas no

inference could by any possibility exhibit
I a more glaring inaccuracy. It is true that
the Graduates in medicine of Oxford and

Cambridge subscribe formally their ap-

proval of the " thirty-nine articles" of
the Christian faith, but beyond that they
take no oath, and within the last ten

years several Licentiates have been ad.

mitted to the Fellowship without having
been required to subscribe to a single
article of religious faith, and Graduates

of any religious or no religious denomina.
tion whatever,&mdash;Hebrews, Turks, "Infi.

dels," or 
" Heretics,"-may become Li-

centiates of the College of Physicians,
without being required to undergo the

slightest pain of conscience by the appli-
cation, on the part of the College, of any
religious test whatever. As these are

facts perfectly well understood by the

entire bodies of Fellows and Licentiates,
it cannot be necessary that we should

advance another word on the subject.

TuE last Number of the Excrescence

contains a short article, in its usual Bil-

lingsgato garb, against THE LANCET.

Amongst other crimes we are accused of

"forgery," and this accusation of "forgery,"
- not the first time advanced against us
in the same " moral" work,&mdash;is founded
on an assumed "false quotation."

" Every common dauber," says JuNnjs,
writes ’rascal’ or ’villain’ under his
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" pictures, because the pictures them-

" selves have neither character nor re-

"semblance." The amiable conductor of

the "Medical Gazette is not content to

state facts, and allow his readers to form I
the appropriate inferences, but, like the
"daubers" of JUNIUS, he is constantly
burdening his criticisms with such choice

specimens of language as "liar," "forger,"
" biasphemer," " incendiary," &c. The

"moral" man, unhappily, is so full of

falsehood, that he necessarily believes all
other persons to be as near akin to him- 
self as he is to the Father of Lies. In
Number 539 of THE LANCET, 1,VC- quoted
a passage from,the " Gazette," which re-
ferred in very flattering terms to the pro-
fessional qualifications of three thousand

only out of three thousand two hundred
medical practitioners of this metropolis.
In noticing this quotation, the " moral",

man of the " Gazette " " wants words"&mdash;a
very common want with hina-" to express
"the disgust which has been excited in his
"mind by the perusal of a paragraph which
"appeared in THE LANCET of last week "

on this subject. " It is," says the "moral"  I
man, "but one paragraph, and yet it con-
tains a quadruple falsehood." Passing
over the circumstance that the 11 moral "
man does not [appear to know the differ-
ence between a paragraph and a page of
paragraphs, he furnishes us with the fol-

lowing as his proof of the two first 11 false-
hoods." ,

" First, a sentence is quoted, and attri-
buted to a gentleman, who, so far as we
know, never read it--but that is his affair;
secondly, it is given iu THE LANCET, as:
if it had been editorial in the Gazette,
though the passage is from the letter of a
correspondent." i
That we were justified in making no dis- 

tinction between what are called the com- i ;
munications of " correspondents " and the
"editorial articles which appear in the
" Gazette," we have the " moral and
literal ailthority of the " Gazette " itself. I

We copy the following passage from No.265 of the " Gazette," page 422 :-
" 13e it known, then, that the effusions

which have so nearly driven our contem-
! porary * into frenzy, were written-by no
0IH’: no man&mdash;nor woman neither&mdash;can.
! claim them as their own."

These words&mdash;points, dashes, and all&mdash;

are copied, with strict fidelity, from the
 

" leading article " of the " Gazette " of the

above date ; and we will now extract an-
other passage from the very page which
has furnished us with this rich literary
morceau: -

11, will further declare, for his grati-
fication, that on no two occasions, when
he has been goaded to more than usual

ferocity, has the blow come from the same
hand: some are living, and some are dead
- some we do know, and some we never
did know-to whom the merit is due of

having aimed the shafts which have sunk
so deep, and which have rankled so

long."
In the whole literature of England the

parallel of these acknowledgments is not

’ to be found. We do not allude to the

unequalled stupidity of tho composition,

but to the unexampled want of principle
necessarily izaherent in a journal which

has been thus conducted. Here is a writer

who avows that the most infamous attacks
on the moral private character of his lite-

rary antagonist, have been unhesitatingly
published by him, although received from
the hands of persons UNKNOWN!
We shall now refer to the Number of the

" Gazette," published on the 28th of

December last.

Dr. JOHNSON, at one of the late meet-

ings of the Westminster Medical Society,
complained of the conduct of the Editor
of the " Gazette," and observed that

attacks from that quarter were the less

excusable, inasmuch as he (Dr. JOHNSON)
had readily served the Editor in an elec-
tion which took place a short time since
at St. George’s Hospital. In short, Dr.

* THE LANCET.
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JOHNSON referred directly to RODERICK
MACI.EOD.
Now how does the " Editor " of this

" Gazette" attempt to castor the double

charge of ingratitude and unfair criticism
towards Dr. JoHNsoN ? While noticing
the proceedings of the Society in his

miscellany of the following Saturday, he

appends the following note to his " lead-

ing article " of that week.

" When an individual is alluded to as
having written any article in this journal,
we conceive it to be his business, not ours,
to admit or deny it; it is, however, rather
amusing to us to observe Dr. Johnson’s 

B’inference, seeing that the three last leadingarticles, which have annoyed him so much,
were each zorittezz by a different person,
though, of course, by adoption, they all
became OURS.&mdash;ED. GAZ."

After these confessions, with what grace
or propriety can the CERBERUS of the
" Gazette,"-for he has told us that the ’
" leading articles " of that production have
not been written by MAN or WOMAN,
-with what grace or propriety can this
CERBERUS accuse a journalist of " false-
hood," because that journalist happens
to have made no distinction between

those articles which are printed as 11 Edi-
torial," and those which are inserted as ’

"Epistolary" communications? If the ’

" no man," the " no woman," of the
‘ Gazette," be unacquainted with his asso-

ciates,&mdash;its associates,-the active par-

ticipators in its crimes,-surely we may
be excused for not having recognised their

very equivocal dissimilarities. The two

first " falsehoods," therefore, if " false-

hood" there be any, are the legitimate
offspring of the many-headed monster of
the " Gazette,"-a journal whose editorial
articles have emanated from " no one,"-
no MAN, no woman.

In proof of the two other alleged " false-
hoods," he observes, ‘ Thirdly, it is quoted
" as advanced in support of opinions which
" the writer in the Gazette argues against;
" fourthly, the passage, as it appears in

: "THE LANCET, is a forgery, the words
" and meaning being totally changed to
"effect the purpose of misrepresenta-

" "tion."

With respect to the charge of " for.

gery," our amiable and " moral" accuser
has himself acknowledged,&mdash;as will be

seen above in his explanation of the pre-
tended second " falsehood,"&mdash;that the pas-
sage is from the letter of his correspond-
ent. How we could forge a paragraph,
which actually appears in the communi.

cation of one of his correspondents, he has
not condescended to explain. Of the third

alleged " falsehood," it may be stated that

the writer in the " Gazette" adduced the

state of the profession, as represented
in the paragraph, as A yACT, and he

offered his opinions on what possibly

I 
would have been the condition of the pro-

 fession, had the College of Physicians
adopted a line of government which the
writer then explained. In order, how-

ever, that the disgrace of " misrepresenta-
tion " may fall where it is justly due, we
shall here insert the lengthened sentence
whence we copied the calumnious pas-

sage, when it will be seen whether its
" words and meaning were totally changed
" by THE LANCET to effect the purpose of
" misrepresentation :"-

" If the College had acted on this plan,
how difterert would be the present posi-
tion of the profession- everything would
he in its proper place&mdash;physic would re-

pose under the protection of the College
of Physicians, surgery under that of the
College of Surgeons, and Apothecaries
Hall would attend to its proper functions
&mdash;viz. the regulation of the pharmaceuti-cal department, leaving the practice of

physic to those that have carefully studied,
and may be presumed most thoroughly to
understandit; so that instead of 200 Licen-
tiate Physicians, 1000 Surgeons, and more
than 2000 Apothecaries, all engaged in the
practice of physic in London, for which,
however, the first 200 only are ostensibly
qualified by appropriate studies and exa-
minations, we should have some 1500 to
2000 physicians of both classes, 400 sur-
geons at the outside and some 300 or 400

apothecaries, or poperly-educated phar
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macopolites." (The article was signed
Civis Medicus.")
Now then, with whom does the charge

of " falsehood rest? The sentence ex-

tracted from the passage, and inserted in
THE LANCET of the 28th of December,
stood as follows :-

" Out of upwards of three thousand two
hundred licentiate physicians, surgeons,
and apothecaries, all engaged in the prac- I
tice of physic in London, two hundred only
are ostensibly qualified by appropriate
studies and examinations. The two hun-
dred who, only, are ostensibly qualified to
practise by appropriate studies and exami-
nations, are the licentiate physicians."
Was it not alleged, in the foregoing ex-

tract, that there were more than three

thousand physicians, surgeons, and up-

wards, practising in London ? Was it not

stated in the " Gazette " that out of that

number there were only 200 ostensibly
qualified to practise by appropriate studies
and examinations ? And was it not stated

in the same production that the 200 were

licentiate physicians ? Beyond this we

made no extract, no allegation. The charge
of falsehood" or misrepresentation" cer-

tainly does not abide with THE LANCET.

But journalism ought not to afford protec-
tion to individuals who, while they profess
to govern their conduct by the purest
principles of " morality " and " good feel-

ing," hesitfte not to utter the foulest

accusations respecting the character and
conduct of opponents by whom they have
been fairly driven out of the honourable
and open field of literary warfare. Jour-

nalism, we repeat, ought not to shield

these pests of society. Hence we do not

hurl back the charge of "falsehood"

against the " Gazette," because that stn-
pid jumble of ink and paper cannot feel
the indignation of the profession, where-
fore we shall be under the necessity in
the next LANCET of speaking in tolerably
precise terms of RODERICK MACLEOD him-
self. lu the mean time we insert the follow-

ing letter vvhich we have just received
frcm his correspondent 11 Civis Medicus.’’

LETTER FROM "CIVIS MEDICUS."

To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,&mdash;Allow me to trespass on yon for
the purpose of correcting some errors

you have fallen into in your 15th alias
540th Number at the head, and again at
the close of your leading article in that
Number you quote a sentence of a letter
published by me in a recent Number of
the Medical Gazette, to the effcct, that of
the 3000 odd hundred practitioners of
medicine of London, the 200 Licentiates

of the College of Physicians are alone

ostensibly qualified for such practice by
appropriate studies and examinations.
Now from haste, forgetfulness, or some
other cause of error you have made two
or three strange mistakes regarding that
passage.

1. Yon mistake or appear to mistake
the writer. The Editor whoever he may
be can have no other than an official
acqnaintance with it. I, the writer of it,
am but an anonymous Correspondent of
his, unknown to him so far as I know
and wholly ignorant of his views except
so far as they appear in his leading arti-
cles. The Gazette is therefore in no

degree responsihle for the correctness of
the statements of " Cii7isMe(liciis."

2. You mistake the object as well as
the author of that statement. My object
was neither to praise the Licentiates nor
depreciate the surgeons and apothecaries
who practise physic ; but to illustrate my
position ; that owing to the mismanage-ment of the College of Physicians, the

regulation of medical practice had vir-

I tually passed out of its hands into the

keeping of the College of Surgeons and
I Apothecaries, and that the public health
had been consequently transferred from
the care of the best-informed class of

physicians (viz., the Licentiates of the
Royal College of Physicians, of which,
fellows included, for they likewise, though
you seem to have forgotten it, are Licen-
tiates, there are at present about 200
in practice in London) to that of two

very inferior classes of physicians, viz.:
1. Surgeons who (vide curriculum of
College of Surgeons) study medicine little
and are not, if I am rightly informed at
all questioned on strictly medical sub-
jects&mdash;and 2. Apothecaries whose profes-
sional studies exclusive of pharmacy are
usually limited to between two and two
and a half years of hurried preparation.
In the whole paragraph there is neither

praise or blame in a moral sense at-
tached to any but the Royal College of

Physicians, To say that the III taught are


